
Affair Dice
“An Investigative Roll-and-Write Game”

1. Overview
1.1. Mechanism

Bluffing, Deduction, Dice Drafting, Roll & Write
1.2. Player Count and game length

2-10 player, 20 Minutes
1.3. Setting/Lore

You are a private detective with a multitude of skills to uncover the truth.
Suddenly you get a message from a furious client, looking for his/her
partner’s mistress. Use your wit to distract other detectives and hone your
investigation skills to win the reward from the client.

2. Components
2.1. A5 Game Sheet
2.2. Pen or Pencil
2.3. A set of six-sided dice
2.4. Smartphone/Timer/Stopwatch

3. Setup
3.1. Each player must have 1 Affair game sheet and a pen or a pencil.
3.2. Choose a player to become an Informant. S/he needs to choose the name

and location of the target. Only s/he knows the correct answer.
3.3. Every other player is a Detective. They must keep the contents of their sheet

secret at all times.

4. Objective
Be the first to correctly guess the target & its location by telling the most truth and the
least lie.

5. Gameplay
The game of Affair Dice consists of 4 rounds. Each round is separated into a Roll
phase and a timed Question Phase.
5.1. General Rule

5.1.1. During the Roll Phase, one player rolls a number of D6 then each
player chooses one die to carry out an action.

5.1.2. During the Question Phase, the detectives can ask questions to the

another party and fill a or based on detective dice.

5.2. Roll Phase
5.2.1. Choose the first player during that round, then s/he rolls a number of

D6 according to the number of players +1.
5.2.2. Starting from the first player, each detective must take one die and

choose an action they want to use during the Question Phase.



5.2.3. Starting from the second round, after the dice is rolled the informant

must secretly choose a die and write its value on one of on his/her
LIEPHONE. The informant must lie when asked by an action using
that number.

5.3. Question Phase
5.3.1. Set a 5 minute timer. During this phase, each detective will loudly

declare 1 question to the informant.
5.3.2. The informant only needs to answer 5 fastest questions and can only

answer with a YES or NO privately to the corresponding detectives.
5.3.3. At any time during the round, a detective can also question other

detectives, using the same format. They can only respond privately
with a YES or NO as well.

5.3.4. Players may use the notepad to track their question and answer.
5.3.5. After the phase ends, the game proceeds to the next round’s Roll

Phase.

5.4. Telling the truth or lying
5.4.1. When answering a question, The Informant and Detectives can tell

information they know or lie.
5.4.1.1. If the informant or detective is answering truthfully, they must

put the asking detective die value on corresponding
section on their sheet. (Example: The detective used Gossip

“4”, The informant put the value on one of the on Gossip
section)

5.4.1.2. If the informant or detective is lying, they need to put the

asking detective die value on corresponding section on
their sheet.

5.4.1.3. If all of the on a detective’s LIEPHONE has been filled,
then the question must be answered truthfully.

5.4.1.4. The on the informant’s LIEPHONE indicates the value s/he
needs to lie when being questioned. If a detective used an

action with the same value as one of on informant’s

LIEPHONE, then the informant must lie even if all the
spaces have been filled.

5.4.1.5. If all of the has been filled or the cannot be filled, then
the player cannot answer the question.

5.4.1.6. Only the informant or the detective in question can fill the

during questioning, not the asking detective.

5.5. Guessing, End of the game and Scoring
5.5.1. Every detective only has 1 chance to guess. At any time during the

game, the detective may pause the game to declare the name and
location of the target. Example: Abyasa at Rocky Roaster



5.5.1.1. If the name and location is correct the game immediately ends.
5.5.1.2. If even one of the answers is wrong, the informant will say

“WRONG” and nothing else. The guessing detective is
eliminated from the game and the game continues.

5.5.2. After 4 rounds, the game is over. Each detective will have their last
chance to guess.

5.5.3. At the end of the game every player including the informant will count

their score. For every filled players get 1 point, and for every
filled they lose 2 points.

5.5.4. The player with the correct answer and highest score wins (the
informant always has the correct answer).

6. The Question Type
There are 6 types of questions/actions. Here is the example of the question:
6.1. Gossip

Every suspect has a feature ranging from hair type, skin color, watch, beauty
marks, fashion style, glasses or even smoking habit.
Example: Gossip dyed hair (answer: NO)

6.2. Inspect
Every suspect has a unique phone number. Inspect the 3-number sequence
of their phone number for a clue.
Example: Inspect 897 (answer: YES)

6.3. Stalk
Every Suspect has a social media account. Stalk the username and analyze
the composition of vowels OR consonants and their amount (odd or even).
Example: Stalk vowel even (answer: NO)

6.4. Snitch
Every Suspect has their preferred dating location. Declare one of the four
activity types.
Example: Snitch Cafe (answer: NO)

6.5. Scout
The target was last seen in this vicinity. Declare one of the four Streets the
target is in.
Example: Scout Pattimura st. (answer: YES)

6.6. Track
Use the tracking device to find the target’s approximate position.
Example: Track D (answer: NO)

7. Variant: Informant vs Sole Detective (2 Player Game)
Affair Dice can be played with just 2 players. Decide who will be the informant and
the detective and follow the setup as instructed. The rules of the game are the same
as with 3 or more players, with following change(s):

● At the end of the game, the detective’ points came from the symbol that is
not filled on the informant game sheet.

8. Variant: Open Investigation (Public Clue)



You can also gather around the table and play Affair offline. Decide who is going to
be the informant and follow the setup as instructed. The rules of the game are the
same as with 3 or more players, with following changes;

● During the Question Phase, the detectives can only ask a single question to
the informant OR another detective.

● The player being questioned must state their answer publicly. All players may
mark the question and answer on their sheet.
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